
While economic sanctions such as trade embargoes have a long history reaching 
back hundreds of years, their use has increased since World War II, and over recent 
decades sanctions seem to have become an increasing feature of foreign policy1. 

While economic sanctions are often considered to be largely confined to trade 
sanctions, there have been a wide variety of sanctions implemented. The Global 
Sanctions Data Base2 classifies sanctions into 6 different types, namely trade 
sanctions, financial sanctions (e.g. limiting access to international payments 
mechanisms), travel restrictions, arms sanctions, military assistance sanctions, 
and “other” sanction, (including sanctions on aid or transport. In addition, 
multinational firms often choose to withdraw from sanctioned countries even 
where there is no legal requirement to do so, and firms also voluntarily cease to 
supply some markets. 

In the wake of the full-scale war by Russia on Ukraine, and with the more 
aggressive rhetoric by China regarding Taiwan, the use of sanctions has been the 
subject of some discussion. Two particular aspects of sanctions that have been 
debated in recent times, are whether sanctions are effective and to what extent 
they actually have a negative impact on countries that impose sanctions, both 
through the sanctions directly but also through retaliation by the sanctioned 
country. This has also raised concerns about international value chains and 
dependence on trade with countries that might be sanctioned in the future. 

In order to assess the effectiveness of sanctions one needs to first identify 
precisely what the objectives of any sanctions regime is.

While the reason for sanctions is usually explicitly stated, their ultimate aim is 
often less clear. For example, the EU has a webpage3 outlining the now very 
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extensive sanctions against Russia and Belarus that were imposed in the wake of 
the Russian full-scale attack on Ukraine in 2022, on which the objectives of the 
sanctions are not explicitly stated anywhere. The aim could be to force Russia 
to withdraw from Ukraine, to make it more difficult for Russia to conduct the 
war, to increase the cost of the war for Russia, to impose costs on the Russian 
population so that they might put pressure on their leadership to stop the war, 
to signal to Russia that the EU strongly disapproves of the war, and so on. Of 
course, the aim could be a combination or indeed all of the above. 

UN resolutions appear somewhat clearer. For example, Resolution 1737 (2006)4 
on sanctions against Iran is very clear that they are being introduced in response 
to Iran’s uranium enrichment activities, and while the resolution naturally 
uses legal language, most people would recognise that the aim is to stop Iran 
developing a nuclear weapon.

Given the sometimes opaque objectives of sanctions, it is not surprising to find 
much debate about their effectiveness in public discourse. However, there is 
a body of literature which has considered the effects of sanctions. Here one 
needs to distinguish between the effects on the sanctioned country, both in 
terms of the foreign policy objectives and the economic impact on the country, 
from those on the sanctioning country. The distinction between foreign policy 
and economic effects further adds to the difficulty in determining effectiveness. 
Furthermore, research has found that domestic economic issues also lead to a 
higher probability of sanctions being imposed on other countries so another 
objective could simply be to divert from these5.

A detailed analysis of sanctions from 1950 to 2022 found that the number of 
sanctions that met their stated objectives increased until the mid-1990’s after 
which time the share of sanctions that were deemed to have been successful 
dropped significantly, with on average 42% of sanctions being deemed successful 
over the full period6. Thus, more than half the sanctions that were taken into 
consideration have been unsuccessful, and that share is nearer 100% over recent 
years. As one would expect, multilateral sanctions are found to be more effective 
than unilateral ones and the most effective sanctions are those imposed by the 
UN. Also unsurprising is that well-targeted sanctions such as travel restrictions 
and financial sanctions were more effective than more general trade sanctions.

Another recent study found that the sanctions imposed on Russia following that 
country’s annexation of the Ukrainian Crimea and the invasion into Donetsk and 
Luhansk reduced real income in Russia by 0.3%. The same study projects that 
the most recent sanctions on Russia will reduce income by up to 4%7. Russia 
retaliated with counter sanctions, and these were found to have reduced trade 
by $42 billion in the first year-and-a-half following their imposition8. Research on 
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the effect of sanctions on exporting firms has also been carried out. A study of 
the impact on Danish firms of sanctions on 62 countries found that the impact 
on firms is very heterogenous depending on sanction type, countries sanctioned, 
and the stated objective of the sanctions9. 

The impact of embargoes or retaliatory sanctions can be particularly disruptive 
for sanctioning countries where a significant share of key trade is involved.  This 
was exactly the situation many EU Member States found themselves following 
Russia’s full-scale invasion of Ukraine in 2022. Before that time, Germany for 
example imported about 55% of its gas from Russia. Many commentators 
issued stark warnings at the time that an embargo on Russian energy imports 
would lead to a deep recession in Germany. However, research done at the time 
showed that with appropriate policy interventions the impact could be kept to 
a contraction of GDP by less than 3% and likely closer to 2%10, which ultimately 
proved closer to the outcome than the doomsday predictions from some within 
industry and the unions. The policy interventions included immediate preparation 
for an embargo, changes to the rationing system and the acceptance of higher 
energy prices for an extended period which would necessitate helping those 
citizens and businesses most affected. The German government managed to 
find alternative gas supplies and managed to fast-track LNG (Liquid Natural 
Gas) terminals. Additionally, consumers and industry reduced their demand in 
response to higher prices.  

Another topic that has received some attention is the fact that sanctions 
can potentially be circumvented. Indeed, there has been some evidence that 
commonly applied sanctions have lost their effectiveness overalls11. According 
to one study there was no evidence that Russia was breaking Western sanctions 
in the 2002 to 2019 period, but there was some evidence that China did12. The 
bypassing of sanctions is not difficult if only a relatively small number of countries 
implement sanctions against a country. If the sanctioning countries continue to 
trade with other unaffected countries, then these can become the intermediary 
for trade between the sanctioning and sanctioned countries. This is more likely 
if third countries have well-established trade links to the sanctioned country. It 
is thus not surprising that significant shifts in trading patterns between Western 
countries, third countries, and Russia in relation to goods sanctioned following 
the Russian full-scale invasion of Ukraine have been recorded13.

In Summary, sanctions have become an increasingly important foreign policy 
tool, but their effectiveness has been declining. Nevertheless, sanctions can have 
significant impact on the sanctioned countries, but can also negatively affect 
the sanctioning country. In the case of Russia some estimates suggest that the 
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economic impact on Russia is between 15 to 30 times larger than on the West14.
Their impact on firms in sanctioning countries is very heterogenous which implies 
that it is difficult to soften the blow on domestic firms from sanctions on other 
countries. This is becoming more important than ever with the increasing use of 
sanctions and arguably increased geopolitical tensions mitigating the potential 
effects of sanctions. One way to achieve this would be to reorganise supply 
chains to rely more on trade with ‘friendly’ countries or domestic production, 
which ultimately comes at a cost.  
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